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Questions to be explored in this talk:

Where could artefacts such as these take us? 

Can they have any significance for young people?

What might be their relevance to language-and-culture learning 
in FL and CL/HL contexts? 

How can students become actively engaged in working with 
them? 



Context: Extending the Critical Connections 
Multilingual Digital Storytelling project. 

Team of teachers 
Reem Abdelhadi, Luma Hameed, Fatima Khaled (Arabic), 
Shabita Shamsad (Bengali), Shu Ting (Chinese) and Chryso
Charalambous (Greek)

work ing w ith Goldsmiths researchers 
Jim Anderson, Yu-Chiao Chung and Vicky Macleroy

and colleagues from the British Museum and the 
Museum of London
Laura Phillips (BM), Alice Ross (BM), Emma Taylor (MoL)



Key aims

• To explore the potential of museum artefacts as a 
context and creative trigger for the development and 
sharing of digital stories

• To harness synergies between multilingual digital 
storytelling and critical arts practice (drama, music, 
dance, poetry, visual arts)

• To provide a pedagogical model for bilingual 
engagement with more challenging intercultural, cross-
curricular material in the FL and CL/HL classroom

• To capitalise on learning opportunities across different 
sites (school, home, community, online)



Learner agency as a core principle

… higher 
levels of 
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… deeper 
levels of 
learning

… increased 
confidence

… because it fosters



Expanding the boundaries  of language learning   
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Art and intercultural dialogue: Powerful synergies

There is no culture w ithout art and there is no art w ithout 
culture. This is reason enough to explain why art is a powerful 
instrument to foster intercultural understanding, communication 
and appreciation of diversity. Art has something that makes it a 
very special activity and human endeavour: we use it to tell about our 
fluid, dynamic and imagined world and communities … 
Works of art are views and voices, narratives of possible 
worlds, scripts for posterity.

Art is a means to approach the unfamiliar and broaden our 
comfort zone. We know, from intercultural psychology, sociology and 
history, that intercultural contacts are never inconsequent. So, this 
process will convey hybrid results, affecting identity, life styles, 
attitudes, beliefs and values. 

(Gonçalves,2016: 6)



Artefacts, culture and stories

Artifacts bring in everyday life. They are material, and they 
represent culture. They can link literacy, multimodality and 
material culture together by focussing the lens on meaning 
making that is situated and material. Artifacts open up stories 
and give opportunities for telling stories. Every object 
can tell a story: many objects carry many stories w ithin 
them. These stories are repeated in interaction  and remain 
continually told and re-told to visitors, changing in the process. 
Artifacts can connect worlds, as they travel between 
worlds.

(Pahl and Rowsell, 2012)



Pedagogical Principles 

• Thematic approach to language learning linked to museum 
resources

• Dual focus: content and language

• Learner agency and ownership 

• Collaboration

• Staged process:  Approaching – Exploring – Creating



Pedagogical structure

1. Approaching  brainstorming 
 discussing in pairs/group
 introducing key words

2. Exploring  researching
 connecting and comparing
 analysing and interpreting
 developing language knowledge 

and skills

3. Creating  re-imagining
 re-mediating
 re-presenting

Focus on intersections between
ART  CULTURE  LANGUAGE
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Bilingual Museum Resources 

Chinese-English
Trade between China and the UK and London’s First Chinatown

Greek-English
Picturing cultures: Exploring London’s Greek community

Bengali-English
Nokshi Kantha and bicycle rickshaws: Telling stories with needle 
and thread and art on wheels

Arabic-English
Language into art and the work of Ali Omar Ermes



Examples from Chinese Museum Resource
The David Vases

The David Vases produced in Jingdezheng
(景德镇) in China during the Yuan Dynasty.

Earliest dated ‘blue and white’ porcelain 
(1351). 

They can be found in the British Museum. 



Approaching
• What strikes you about the colour and shape of the 

vases?
• What connections can you make (home, community, 

Chinese culture/art)?
Pairwork > whole class activity

• Noting different motifs on the vase:

Colours Animals Plants



Exploring: Integration of text into 
art work

信州路。玉山縣。順城鄉。德教里。荊塘社。奉聖弟子。張文進。喜捨。香

炉。花瓶。一付。祈保。合家清吉。子女平安。至正十一年。四月。良辰。

謹記。星源。祖殿。胡淨一元帥。打供。

Zhang Wenjin, from Jingtang community, Dejiao village, Shuncheng township, Yushan county, Xinzhou circuit, a disciple 
of the Holy Gods, is pleased to offer a set comprising one incense burner and a pair of flower vases to General Hu Jingyi
at the Original Palace in Xingyuan, as a prayer for the protection and blessing of the whole family and for the peace of his 
sons and daughters. Carefully recorded in a good moment in the 4th month, 11th Year of the Zhizheng reign.

Reading activity 
True/false (in Chinese)
Develop understanding of the text type and general message.



Creating
Design your own blue and white 
porcelain (vase, plate, …) for a 
friend/family member/exhibition
incorporating illustrations and text.

Look at the illustration opposite as a 
possible model.

自己动手画：属于你的青花瓷
一：选你喜欢的器型。
二：想用什么图案装饰?
三：想写什么文字在上面?
四：请写一段短文描述你的青花瓷。



Examples from Greek Museum Resource
Picturing Cultures

Approaching

Booth’s Map Display in the People's 
City Gallery, the Museum of London.

Explore in an interactive way the 
work of Charles Booth. An English 
social researcher (with his assistants) 
compiled a Descriptive Map of 
London Poverty, documenting 
working class life in London at the 
end of the 19th century

Visit to Museum of London:
Looking at Booth’s Map discuss what it tells you about the social character of 
communities in London at the end of the 19th century. 



Exploring

Photographs:
Take photographs in the area of Palmers Green  
looking for signs that are Greek and 
GreekCypriot and picture the 'Greekness' or 
'Cypriotness' of the area. 

Maps:
Mapping the Greekness and Cypriotness of a 
specific road/area. Students make a simple map 
with their pencil as they are walking the area. 



Creating

This collage is from the storefront of a Greek 
bakery in Palmers Green. The image has 
pictures related to the Greek Easter traditions 
like the cracking of the eggs, the ritual with 
Christ's burial, the mass to celebrate the 
Resurrection of Christ and the cooking of 
souvla. Additionally there are photos from 
traditional food and sweets that we eat at 
Easter. This shows not only that Greeks 
and Cypriots celebrate Easter but also 
that they brought their traditions in 
England. 

Furthermore there are comic images for 
instance 'My face when someone asks me if 
they can have one of my loukoumades' and 
'Stay calm and eat tsoureki'. I liked this 
display window because it shows in a 
comic way the way the Greek community 
celebrates its origins and traditions. 

Activity:
Provide a commentary for your photomapping of the Greek/Cypriot community



Examples from Bengali Museum Resource
Telling stories with needle and thread and art on wheels

Approaching

Activity:
What personal connections can you make with 
these art works? Bring examples from your 
home.
Find out from your parents / grandparents about why this  object 
is important to them. 
What is the name of the item? When did they bring it? 
Why do they need it? Can they find an alternative here? 
What is the emotional attachment? 

Present your stories around your object.



Exploring: Stories behind Nokshi Kantha

Activity: 
Groupwork: Explore three or four 
different Nokshi Kantha and try to 
figure out the story.

Share the stories with all the group.

Scaffolding: modelling and key 
words 



Exploring: Rickshaw Art

Activity:
Preparing questions in Bengali for video interview by Shabita Shamsad (Bengali teacher)
with rickshaw owners and rickshaw artist in Dhaka.

Video footage edited by students in preparation for their documentary in Bengali..



Exploring: Rickshaw Art in London 

Community visit:
Interview with Hackney Rickshaw Owner

Historic, cultural and artistic 
perspectives on rickshaw art.

The interview led into a filmed 
documentary in Bengali.



Creating

Nokshi Kantha

Telling Stories Through Needle and Thread

https://vimeo.com/221408979

Rickshaw Art

A Moving Story from Dhaka to London

https://vimeo.com/221881460

https://vimeo.com/221408979
https://vimeo.com/221881460


Examples from Arabic Museum Resource
Unit on Ali Omar Ermes in context 

(written language in art)

• Ali Omar Ermes – highly respected artist 
in Middle Eastern tradition though with 
some western influences

[http://www.aliomarermes.co.uk/]

• Most paintings highlight letter shapes 
and incorporate pieces of text from 
literary/philosophical works

• Several works in the British Museum

• Ali Omar Ermes’ work set in context of 
language in art generally and within 
Middle Eastern context

Harf Al Kaf, 1991

http://www.aliomarermes.co.uk/


Overview of resource

A. Blendings: when 
language meets art 

B. Arabic calligraphy: 
then and now

C. Ali Omar Ermes

As Ssad, 1979

Shadda, 1987 25



Trio of works by Ali Omar Ermes (2003)
1.5m x 1.2m  Acrylic on paper

la
[no]

kalla
[never]

lan
[nevermore] <<

⁶� ال، ��3�1
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Approaching

<<

‘… it was useful how everybody found their own meanings and 
elaborated it in their own way’  (TA, 13.5.2017)

Group and whole class discussion
• to identify connections/similarities and changes/ differences across the 

works
• to consider the works from perspectives of Content, Form, Process and 

Mood 

27



Exploring

Group and whole class discussion
Understanding key ideas in poetry embedded in works

Relating to own experience
As a member of my school/community, I say no to ….. 
because …
As a citizen of the world I say no to ….. because …

28



Exploring

Relating issues raised to one the three works and 
presenting to class

Bullying is not fair. I say no to hurting others, so it goes with ‘La’ 
Harming the environment is selfish. I say never to pollution, so it 
goes with ‘Kalla’
Famine is shocking and evil. I say nevermore to famine, so it goes 
with ‘lan’

29



Exploring

Focus on ‘Global Human Development Foundation’ as 
charity fighting against poverty and famine.

االخرهالبلدانفيالمجاعھسببھوما
المجاعھتحصلالبلداَيفي
المحتاجینالناسالجمعیھھذهتساعدكیف

1) What is the reason for the cause of famine?
2) In what countries does famine occur ?
3) How does your charity help those whom are in need?

Questions 
prepared by 
students:

30



Creating

• Poster

• Art work in style of 
La-Kalla-Wa Lan

• Poetry

• Bilingual digital story 

31



Interviewing students on combining art 
with language learning 

J Introducing art – Is this a good thing to do in a 
language lesson?

S1 Yes it is. It helps you know what language 
is really about.

J Can you explain. What did you mean by that? 
S1 Like language is not just words. Everything 

has a meaning behind it. Even one little word 
like ‘La’, just two letters, but it has a big meaning 
and creates a big picture…. There’s hidden 
stuff and we have to like analyse it …

S2 .. and find a meaning

32



New perspectives on 
intercultural language and literacy learning

• Contextualising
• Comparing
• Associating 
• Demystifying 
• Reimagining
• Languaging
• Culturing
• Storying

An integrated and inclusive approach



Activities to support engagement with 
content and language

Ref. Handout ….



Project website

http://goldsmithsmdst.wordpress.com

Professional development tab on the website
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